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ABSTRACT 

Es Íbis work, attention is focused in the derivation, of variational fonnuiatians of 
the constitutive relationship in the form of conjugate potential fanctioaals from which 
stress and strain rates, or in turn increments, are derived as dementa of the correspond
ing sab-differential sets. The main result obtained is a pair of potential functional*, 
applicable to a broad class of elastic-plastic standard behavior, and leading to stress 
and strain increments which are in accordance with plastic admissibility constraints 
and the normality flow role, while correctly represent local unloading when it develops 
all along the step. The resulta now obtained can be regarded as a generehsation of the 
work reported by the authors in [1,2]. 

RESUMO 

Apresenta-se neste trabalho a obtenção dos potenciais elasto-phbticos tais qne as 
taxas de tensão e deformação, on seas incrementos n^Hos, são elementos dos respectivos 
subdiferenci&is. Oresnltad^mawimportaiitenestetrabalhoéaoMençtodeumparde 
funções potenciais aplicáveis a numerosos materiais dasto-plásticos. Os incrementos de 
tensões e deformações obtidos com estes fosciosais satisfazem as restrições de aàmim-
bilidade plástica, a !ei da normalidade representando corretamente os descarregamentcs 
puramente elásticos. Os resultados alcançados neste trabalho são ama genereüx&çâo 
dos publicados pek» autores em [1.2). 

E R R A T A 

In the definition of jJ(AT), j"(AT), J(A£, AT,AA), Jtp(AE) and 7(AT,AA) 
replace: 

by: 

/ u>()dB 
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The aim of this work is to present the derivation of some variational formulations 
tor plasticity problems specially oriented to establish complete numerical procedures. 
These variational principles are intended to incorporate the whole description of the phe
nomenon, including equilibrium, compatibility and plastic admissibility at any stage, 
a» «ell as local elastic unloading. Consequently, when these finite increment descrip
tions are used, the approximations induced on the material behavior are incorporated 
in the variational principle and may be interpreted independently of the continuum dis
cretization or numerical algorithm adopted. These principles are related to non-linear 
complementarity problems for which effective optimization techniques can be used. 

In this work, attention is focused in the derivation of variational formulations of 
the constitutive relationship in the form of conjugate potential functional from which 
stress and strain rates, or in turn increments, are derived as elements of the correspond-

' ing sub-differential sets. The main result obtained is a pair of potential functional, 
applicable to a broad class of elastic-plastic standard behavior, and leading to stress 
and strain increments which are in accordance with plastic admissibility constraints 
and the normality flow rule, while correctly represent local unloading when it develops 
all along the step. The results now obtained can be regarded as a generalization of the 
work reported by the authors in [1,2]. 

2. RATE CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC MA
TERIALS 

2.1. Pointwise Constitutive Laws for Elastic-Plastic Materials 

An elastic-plastic model for the behavior of a broad class of materials can be stated 
as follows [3] 

/(T,A><0 (1) 

D = De + B> (2) 

F - VJlif) (3) 

V = ST'\ (4) 

/•XmO / < 0 Á £ 0 (6) 

if fj m0 thtn fjXj - 0 fj < 0 \j > 0 (6) 
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The yield function / is a vector with m components fj called plastic modes, which 
are regular functions of the stress T and the m-vector A representing the history of plastic 
deformations. The vector inequality (1) is understood to hold for each component. The 
plastic modes /,- arc assumed to be convex with respect to T. 

Under the assumption of small deformation an additive decomposition of the strain 
rate 9 is adopted in (2). The elastic part D* of the strain rate is derived in (3) 
from a complementary elastic potential for rates j£. This potential is assumed to be a 
differeniiable, strictly convey and coercive function of the stress rate T. 

The plastic strain rate tensor Dp is given, for standard materials, by the associated 
flow rule, equation (4), where fj- denotes the gradient of / with respect to T, and A 
is the tn-vector of plastic multiplier rates. Notice that the nonnegative monotonically 
increasing m- vector A = fXdt has been chosen to represent plastic history. 

Each component A,* of A is related to the corresponding plastic mode fj'mf through 
the set of complementarity relations, equations (5). These relations enforce that only 
active plastic modes, for the present values of T and A, i.e., / / = 0, can contribute to 
the plastic strain raie with A.- ?& 0. 

The condition (6) is a consequence of (5), obtained deriving fj\j = 0, that holds 
true for any instant. It imposes that zero plastic strain rate contribution, i.e., A;- — 0, 
corresponds to an active plastic mode which undergoes local elastic unloading, i.e., 
JÉ<o. 

The total time derivative of / is given by 

/ = /?T + tfÂ (7) 
where f\ denotes the gradient of the yield function / with respect tó the plastic multi
plier vector A. This gradient is related to the hardening characteristics of the material 
and is assumed symmetric negative semi-definite, so excluding strain-softening but not 
perfect plasticity. 

2.2. Weak Formulations of Elastic-Plastic Constitutive Relations 

In this section the constitutive equations (1-6) are written b global variational 
form. To this aim the following definitions are introduced. 

Stress and strain rates are now understood as tensor fields in the region B, and they 
respectively belong to the dual spaces W and W. These linear spaces are endowed with 
norms and duality products as follows 

\\D\\W = {J D^DdB)1'7 \\t\\w = (jt^TdB)11* (8) 

<f,D>=[t0Dd8 (9) 

Elastic strain and strain rate fields arc obtained by 



D' m vj;(f) (io) 

where J' is the total complementary elastic energy for rates of stress 

•£(*) = jjl{t)dB (11) 

which is a strictly convex, düTerentiabk» and coeicive functional in W. 
The total elastic energy for rates of strain J* is defined as the conjugate functional 

of JfmW' 

r(D)= sup [<T,D>-Jl(T)\ (12) 

. Henceforth, Je is strictly convex, differentiable and coercive, so that 

t « VJe{De) —> D' = V J«( t ) (13) 

Plastic multipliers rates Á (or A) and the yield function / are now regarded as 
m-vector fields in B belonging to dual spaces of m-valued functions in B called A and 
A'. Norms for A and A' and a duality product are defined as follows 

||A||A = ( j Í À . À ^ ) 1 ' 2 H/|!V = (fBf*fdB)U> (14) 

<f,'\>=[ f»\dB (15) 

For a given field / , such that / < 0 in 5, the following sets are introduced for convenience 

A+ = {Â€A | Á>0»nf?} (16) 

A / « { Â € A I Vj/jAjsO itiB} (17) 

A / « { Á € A + | /•XmOinB} (18) 

We summarize now the assumptions concerning the yield function: 

i) fj = fj(T, A) is a regular function of the fields T € W and A € A, and (con-strictly) 
convex with respect to T\ 

ii) fo = fr(T, A) is a linear operator from A to Wf assumed as, 

ii.l) bounded below in A/, i.e. for some constant CQ>0 

H/rÂík > COPHA VÁ€A/ (19) 
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ii.2) continuously dependent ca T € W, i.e., for some constant Ci > 0, 

|<t l /rÂ>!<c 1 | | r | | w . | jÀ| | VÂ€A feW (20) 

The property (ii.l) means that only non-zero plastic strain rates are obtained 
combining contribution:» from active pia&tic modes. This does not hold true in 
the broader set A because, for instance, traction and compression plastic modes 
may combine positive A.- 's to give a null plastic strain rate /r A. Moreover, this 
property also ensures that there is only one A such that /r A equal? a prescribed 

iii) / J = f\(T, A) is a linear operator from A to A' assumed symmetric and negative 
semi-definite, i.e., 

< / Â À > < D VÂ€A (21) 

in addition, for a particular kind of materials presenting effective hardening in any 
plastic process, the operator /jf must be strictly negative definite in A/, i.e. for 
some constant h0 > 0, 

< fxK Â >< -*o||Á|fc VÂ € A, (22) 

It is v,'orth nctrng that many materials are not perfectly plastic, but do not present 
effective hardening in all plastic process. 

The definitions already done are used next to derive plastic potentials. To this end, 
consider the condition (6), which determines A for any rate process (yielding or local 
elastic unloading) in the equivalent variational form given below 

A € A} (23) 

< / , Á ' - Â > < 0 VÀ*€A+ (24) 

When the rate process is defined by a stress rate, the corresponding A satisfies 

Â6A+ (25) 

< / r t + /AÁ (Á*-Á><0 VÁ*€Aj (26) 

These are the necessary optimality conditions for the problem 

Jl{t) = sup « t , / r Á * > + i < h'W'X* » (27) 

In view of the seihi-definiteness of f\ the extremality conditions (25, 26) are equiv
alent to the maximization problem (27). This means that whenever t.'is such that the 
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supremum i* finite, it is achieved nt some À ráâch satisfies the optimelity conditions. 
Conversely, if these conditions hold true for some À then the suptemum i& imite ami 
attained at least for this particular A. 

Proposition I. The functional J£(T) 13 a generalized potenti&l of the plastic strain 
rate Dp = /f A, in the sense specified below, where X identifies the true plastic multiplier 
rate, related io T by means of the constitutive equations (25, 26) or (27). 

i) Jf is a proper, lower aemicontinuous (IJS.C) and convex functional [4, 5]. 

ii) J* is non-negative and, if Jf(T) < oo, then, 

mT)=\<tfT\>=-\<hk\> w 
Further, in the case of ideal plasticity (f\ = 0), 

Jl(t) = Indp{t) (29) 

where P is the convex cone of plastically admissible strew rates for 2\ i.e. 

P = {tçW' j < f , / r Â * > < 0 VÁ* ÇAJ} (50) 

and lndp{t) is the indicator function of F, equal to 0 if t € P and +0O if f $ P. 

iii) Dp is a sub-gradient of J\, i,e. for any T such that J%(T) < oo, 

jy m fr\ € dJl{T) (31) 
• 
where dPe(t) is the sub-differential of 3\ in f, that is the set of all strain rates D* 
with the property 

JHJT)-31(7) ><T-t,D*> YTeW (32) 
Furthermore, in the particular case of effective hardening in any process, Jf is once 

differentiable, and then 

/P = /rJUW£(T) (83) 

See Appendix A 2 for the proof of this proposition. 
The proposition above is the basis for the following formal derivation of the clastic-

plastic relationship. Recall that 

D = D' + D* (34) 

D'mVJiit) (35) 
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D>edJi(T) (36) 

We apply now that the sub-differential of the sum of two convex Ls.c. functionals 
coincides with the sum of both sub-differentials provided that one of them is diffcren-
tiabkv Thus, for any f such that J?(T) < oo, 

D€J?{f) (37) 

where 

j?{t) = j*eit)+j>(f) 

= «up l/e
e(t)+ < f,/TA* > +i < h\\\* >. <*> 

This functional is convex l.s.c. because both the elastic and plastic terms are convex 
U.C. Moreover, the elastic part is strictly convex and coercive; hence J*' has these 
properties, which shall prove to be very important in what follows. 

The complementary elastic plastic potential J^p will also be non-difFerentiable 
whenever the plastic part J? is such, for instance in the case of ideal plasticity. 

The inverse constitutive relation is derived next using the functional JC"(D) defined 
as conjugate (4, 5} of Je

e,>(f), i.e. 

J"{D) = sap (< T,D > -J«>(T* )] (39) 

General properties of conjugate functionals [5] ensure that for f such that 
J>{t) < oo, 

T€dJtlf(D) «— DÇdJ?{í) (40) 

Moreover, the suprermim in (39) is only achieved at T complying with (40). 
But, the supremum in (39) is finite for any given D, and achieved at only one T, 

because Jlp is strictly convex and coercive. 
Hence, the sub-differential of Jep contains a unique 7\ for any given D, then J*r 

is always differentiable and we rewrite the constitutive relations (40) as 

Í - W * ' ( í > ) ' «—» D€dJ?{T) (41) 

It is worth noting that the second form of this relation demands that T complies 
with the plastic admissibility constraint for rates (J£(T) < oo). 

Finally, we shall obtain a convenient expression for the functional Jep. Substituting 
(38) in (39) we find that 

J"{D) = sup . inf [< 'P,D - / T Á" > -JUT*) -\< fxX~tk" >) (42) 
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It is proven in Appendix A2 that this primal minimax problem is equivalent to its 
dual minimax problem. Thus 

J"(D) = . inf sup [< r , D - fT\~ > - J £ ( f ) - \ < /AÂ", Â- >] (43) 
*•*€*•! T * 6 W * 

The suprrimim in T* can be computed now taken into account that J£ and Jc are 
conjugate functional. Then, we get the simpler form for Jtr, 

J"(D) = . M\J'(D - fTX") - I < /AA', A' >j (44) 

The corresponding optimality conditions for these problems can be cast in the form 

t^VJ'{D-fTX) (46) 

f = fft + fx\ (46) 

Â6A+ (47) 

<f,\*-X><0 VA*€A+ (48) 

3. APPROXIMATE CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS IN TERMS OP FI
NITE INCREMENTS OP STRAIN AND STRESS FIELDS 

3.1. Derivation of Incremental Formulations from Rate Principles 

Although the formulations in the previous section are exact for the elastic-plastic 
analysis in rates, they do not contribute to solve the additional problem of finding 
suitable finite increments of strain and stress fields once the exact rates have been 
computed. This section is intended for the development of principles in terms of finite 
increments that could be used as an incremental formulation, complete in the sense that 
no a posteriori procedures are needed to take recount for the plastic admissibility of 
stresses or local elastic unloading. Obviously these principles can only be approximate 
because it may not exist any principle in terms of finite increments of strain and stresses 
tor a path-dependent phenomenon. 

First, we observe that the condition enforcing plastic factor rates to be zero for 
plastic modes which Are elattic in the initial state should be somehow relaxed for finite 
plastic factor increments. In fact, this plastic mode may become active in the considered 
time step, and then produce a non-zero plastic multiplier increment. 
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The relaxation of the above-mentioned condition is equivalent, in our notation, to 
the substitution of the set A* by A+. 

The constraint A € At, in the optimization problem (27), may be enforced in A+ 

by the."exact" penalty method. Thus, using the indicator function 

' • W - í":i •• (49) A€A+ 
Â6A+-AJ-

it is obtained from (27), 

JUT) a sup [< f,fTX* > + i < fx\\\* > -JiufA*(A*)J (50) 

An assymptotic approximation for e —• 0+ may be derived by substituting the 
penalty function -(1/ff) < /,A >, in place of the indicator function, because this 
penalty is zero if A 6 Af and positive when À € A+ - At In this way we define 

JF(T) . sup [< th'? >+\< /AA*,A* > +- < /,A* >] (51) 
Ã*eA+ * c 

and hope that D> C fl«/£*(T) somehow reproduces Dp <~ 0J${T) for e -» 0+. 
Of course, we do not intend to implement the convergence process for e —» 0-*-

because, among other reasons, that procedure delivers exact rates instead of good in
crement approximations. In place of the limit process, we proceed to substitute in J*9 

the Euler approximations 

t = AT/A< D^àE/àt (52) 

where AT and AE are increments of stress and strain fields in the interval of time from 
t to t + Aí. We also substitute in (51), 

e = At (53) 

to obtain the extended functional, 

J>(AT)- sup [<Ar , / rAA*>+!</ A AA*,AA'> + </,AA*>] (54) 

where / , fj and f\ correspond to the known values of T and A at the start of the time 
rtep[«,f + AT]. 

Consequently, the approximate increment of plastic factor Held AA, corresponding 
to AT, verifies the optimality conditions of the problem above 

AA€A+ (55) 
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< / + /rAT+/AAA,AA*-AA><0 VAA*€A+ (56) 

or their equivalent local form 

( / + / Í A T + / A A A ) ? A Á S S O ,'n B (57) 

/+ . /?AT+/ . \AA<0 AA>0 in B (58) 

Now, the approximate constitutive relation is 

A£* = /rAA € ÕJI (AT) (59) 

where A A is obtained, for a given AT, by means of (54) or (55, 56). This is analogous 
. to item (iü) of Proposition 1 and can be proven in the same way. 

Noting that / , fo and fx depend on the fields T and A, we conclude that only for 
a piecewise linear plastic function, where fx and f\ are constants, equations (55, 56) 
imply that 

[/(T + AT,A + AA)]»AA = 0 in B (60) 

/ (T + AT,A + AA)<0 AA>0 in B (61) 

Thus, the approximate constitutive relation has the following properties [1, 2], 

i) plastic admissibility of stresses at the end of the increment is valid in the case of 
piecewise linear plastic function. 

ii) exact increments are obtained, if / is piecewise linear, in the case that the true 
process in the time increment is either local elastic unloading, or the sequence of 
purely elastic deformation followed by progressive yielding (no unloading). 

iii) exact and approximate increments are different whenever the true process in the 
time increment involves yielding followed by local elastic unloading of the same 
plastic mode. 

3.2. Improved Approximate Constitutive Relations in Term» of Finite In
crements for the Case of Separable Yield Functions 

New incremental formulations are derived from the previous approximations with 
the purpose of extending the validity of the aforementioned properties to a broader class 
of plastic functions. 

Hereafter we make the additional assumption that, 

/(T,A) = <KT)-£(A) (62) 
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4(0) = 0, ?(T) > 0, Ej (A) > <r, > 0 (63) 

The m-valued functions ó and £ may be interpreted as the equivalent stress and 
yield limit respectively. They must be compatible with all the assumptions adopted for 
/ . Hence, <f> must be non-strictly convex. Furthermore, the previous hypothesis that 
/,\ = S,\ is symmetric implies that there exists a scalar potential u}(\) for the yield 
limit, i.e., 

E(A) = u,A(A) (64) 

and then 

/ r = <f>T h - -WAA (65) 

where <j>r{T) and U/A(A) are gradients, and WAA(A) the hessian of w(A). Hence, as /A is 
negative semidefinite, u> must be non-strictly convex. Moreover, by virtue of (63, 64) w 
is a monotone increasing function in the sense that u>(\ + AA) — u>(\) is non-negative 
whenever AA is non-negative. 

Substitution of (62, 64) in (54) gives 

J?(AT) = sup (<< i+^A7 ' ,AA*>-<u ? r ,AA*>- i<u»AAAA*,AA*>] (66) 
AA'CM- 2 

where <f>, </>r« w.\ an<^ "w are evaluated at the initial instant for the time step. 
We recognize in the above expression the truncated expansions of 0(T + AT) and 

w(A+AA)—w(A). This suggests the following alternative approximation, which coincides 
with the above one in the case that the plastic function is piecewise linear (i.e., <r>x and 
WAA we constants) 

Tt(AT)= sup [ < ^ ( r + AT),AA*>-o/(A + AA*) + a/(A)j (67) 
AA»€A+ 

In this improved approximation of the plastic behavior, the plastic multiplier in
crements AA associated to AT, verify the following optimally condition 

AA € A+ (68) 

< « K T + A T ) - W A ( A + A A ) , A A * - A A > > 0 VAA*€A+ (69) 

or using the definition of a separable yield function, equation (62) 

AA € A+ (70) 

< f(T + AT, A + AA), AA* - AA >< 0 VAA* € A+ (71) 
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Then, this is in fact an improved approximation, when compared with the previous 
one, equation (66), in the sense that it preserves exact plastic admissibility of stresses, 
not just for piecewise linear yield functions, but for the broader class of non-linear 
separable functions. 

Whenever the true process in the step does not involve yielding followed by local 
elastic unloading the improved approximation gives exact increments in the case of 
piecewise linear yield surface. So, this new formulation gives consistent approximations 
for non-linear yielding functions. 

Furthermore, the improved approximation is also able to reproduce, without error, 
a local elastic unloading developed all along the time step, a3 a consequence of the 
complementarity of / (T + AT, A + AA) and AA deduced from (70) and (71). 

Proposition 2. The functional JC(AT) is a generalized potential of the plastic strain 
increment AEP ~ [/r(T + AT)]AA in the sense specified below, when AA identifies 
the value at which the supremum in equation (67), corresponding to a given AT, is 
achieved. • 

i) 7£ is a proper, lower semi-continuous and convex functional, 

ii) 7e Í3 non-negative and, if 7^ (AT) < oo, then 

J^(AT) =< w.\(A + AA), AA > -w(A + AA) + w(A) (72) 

Further, in the case of ideal plasticity (u>\\ s 0) 

7j(AT) = Indp{AT) (7S) 

where P is the set of plastically admissible stress increments for T 

P={ATzW' | < / (T+AT),AA*><0 VAA* € A+} (74) 

and Indp(AT) is the indicator function of P. 

iii) LE> is a sub-gradient of 7£, i.e., for any AT such that J^(AT) < co, 

à& * \fr(T+AT)]AA € d?e(AT) (76) 

where ftTe{ AT) is the sub-differential of 7^ in AT, that is the set of all strain increment» 
AEP with the property 

Te(Ar) - Te{&7) >< A r - AT, A£? > VAT' € W (76) 

The proof of this proposition is giver, in Appendix A3. 
We apply next the above results to derive an approximate elastic-plastic constitutive 

model relating the increments Aii1 of the strain tensor field E with the increments AT 
of the stress tensor field T. To this end let us introduce the total elastic energy Je(Ee) 
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and its complementary J£{T). We also define for convenience the elastic potentials for 
increments starting at 7', a» follows 

7e{AT) = JZ{T + àT)-<&TfE
e>-Je

c{T) (77) 

T(AEe) » J'(Ee + AS ' ) - < T, A£e > - Je(Ee) (78) 

£ e = VJZ(T) (79) 

Then, it can be written 

A£ = A£e + A£? (80) 

A£« * VT^(AT) (81) 

A£P € d7e(AT) (82) 

We deduce from these equations that 

AEedT/i&T) (83) 

where 

77(AD=T;(AT)+7;(AT) = 
- sup {7t(AT)+<^(r + AT),AA*>-u/(A + AA*) + u»(A)]. 

AA*€A+ 

(84) 

The functional is convex because it is the sum of two convex functional». Further, 
the elastic term is strictly convex and coercive, thus J'/ is also strictly convex and 
coercive. 

The complementary elastic plastic potential for increments 7*/ will also be non-
differentiable whenever the plastic part is so, as in the case of ideal plasticity. 

The inverse constitutive relation is obtained now from the above formulation by 
using the conjugate functional of Je , i.e., 

7 P (A£) = sup (<Ar,A£J>-7; r(AT)] (85) 

Hence, for any AT such that 7^(AT) < oo, 

&T€d7tp(bE) <=* A t f e ^ i A T ) (86) 

and the supremuxn in (85) is only achieved for AT satisfying (86). 
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Once again the fact that the complementary functional 7^p is strictly convex and 
coercive ensures that its conjugate 7 ' is once diiferentiable and also guarantees the 
uniqueness of AT. Then the above relation leads to 

AT=V7"(A£) <=> AE€d7c
p{AT) (87) 

where the second form requires that AT is plastically edinissible. 
Let us consider now sorue expressions for the functional Jc?. Substitution of (84) 

in (85) gives 

T?(AE) = sup ir.f 7(A£,AT*,AA") (88) 

where 

7( A£, AT*, AA") =< AT*, A£" > -Tt{Ar)- < 4>{T + AT*), AA" > + 

+u>(A-r-AA")-w(A). ( ' 

We prove in Appendix A4, that the sup-inf problem in (88) is equivalent to its dual 
inf-sup problem provided that the yield limit potential u>(A) increases for A positive 
and tends to +oo for A ~+ +<x>. This assumption does not rule out some kind of 
strain-softening if it assymptotically disappears for A —» +oc. 

Unfortunately we cannot solve for AT in the dual formulation of (88), as ws did in 
the corresponding formulation for rates (see equations (43) and (.44)). So, the functional 
7 defined in (88) gives the general form of the nress versus strain relation for separable 
yield functions / . Only in the particular case that / is piecewise linear_in 7 , i.e., 4>T is 
constant, the dual formulation may be simplified applying that j \ and J& are conjugate, 
so that to obtain 

7e"(A£) = inf +(7*(A£ - / r AA*)- < T, fr AA* > +w(A + AA*) - u/(A)] (90) 

Finally, we observe that the optimality conditions of the minima* problem (88), 
which defines the functional 7P for a given A£ , reproduce the whole set of constitutive 
equations. Indeed, these conditions are 

AE = V7^(AT) + [MT + AT)] AA (91) 

/ ( T + AT, A + AA) = 4{T + AT) - u>x(\ + AA) (92) 

A A € A + (W) 

< / ( T + A T , A + AA) ,AA*-AA><0 VAX* € A+ (04) 
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Obviously; the first one is equivalent to 

AT=tVT(&E-[ÍT(T+àT)}b\) (95) 

In the framework of a kinematical approach for the elastic-plastic analysis, stress 
increments are regarded as functions of strain increments. When we use the present 
incremental relationship, the stress increments are computed together with plastic mul
tiplier increments by finding the stationary value J {AS) of a minimax problem, or else 
by solving the set of constitutive equations above. This is a non-linear problem which 
requires an appropriate solving algorithm; but there is no need of another procedure in 
order to take into account the plastic admissibility of final stresses or the occurrence of 
local elastic unloading [10]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Although the usefulness of the formulations presented in this paper will become evi
dent when we use them to establish variational principles for the elastic-plastic analysis, 
[9-10] it is worth mentionning here some features of the results obtained so far. 

Generalized potentials, leading to constitutive relations by means of the sub-
differential concept, have proven to be very compact and efficient tools for the es
tablishment of kinematical, equilibrium and mixed principles in the mechanics of solids 
[5-7]. For that reason we have presented the proposed incremental approximations for 
the constitutive equations in the form of elastic-plastic potentials. This achievement 
may be identified as a formal improvement on previous works [1, 2, 8] where some of 
the optimization problems related to elastic-plastic analysis were already presented. 

The main result reported here is the derivation of two improved elastic-plastic 
functional in terms of finite increments of stress and strain, equations (84) and (88). 
Stress and strain increments derived by sub-differentiation from these functional are 
in accordance with plastic admissibility constraints and allows elastic unloading in a 
whole step. Further, this formulation is applicable to any non-linear plastic function 
complying with general convexity requirements and with the single constraint to be 
separable in the sum of a function of the stress and a function of the plastic parameter. 
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APPENDIX Al 

Proof of Proposition 1. 

i) Let as define 

/?(f, A) =< T, h'\ > + | < A A, A > 

so that 

Ji(T)= sup flf.A*) (A.1) 

To proof that J? is a proper functional we note first that it takes at feast a finite 
value. In (act 

J?(0) = 0 

Moreover, Jf never takes the value —oo because 

Now, let A € AJ be the point where the supremum of /?(T, •) is achieved, then 

liminf J*{T*) > liminf £(!P, A) = 0{t, A) = PC{T) 

which shows that Jf is lower-semicontinuous. 
To prove that J* is convex we define, for any 9 € (0,1) and any t l , T3 6 W, 

T' = 9Tl+{1-9)7* 

Then 

J f ( í * ) - rop 0 ( f ,A' ) = sup {WTSA*) + ( l-*)f l7*A*)]< 
Â»€Aj À»€Aj-

< 0 SUp ^ ( T S A ^ + a - ^ t l ^ t 2 ^ * ) -
Á»€A^ 

»9J>{t1) + {l~9)J>(P). 

This completes the proof of item (i) in Proposition 1. 

ii) It has been already proven above that J\ is nonnegative. 
The characterization of the point A c Aj" at which the supremum of 0(f, •) is 

attained as given by 

< fiT + fx'\,V - A >£ 0 VA* € A/ 
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which is equivalent to 

Â€A+ (A2) 

< / Í T + /AA fA>=0 (A3) 

< / ? f + A A, A* >< 0 VA* € \f (AA) 

Using (A.3) in the definition (27) of J? it follows that 

J*e(t) = \ < tjT'X >= - j < /AA, A >> 0 

In the case of ideal plasticity 0(T, A) becomes 

P(f,'\)=<f;fT'\> 

then 

j\(t) = sup <th'y>= {° Í £ f £ -i»*pV) 
A.€A+ l+oo rfTeP 

Hence, the statement (ii) is proven, 

in) To .prove that /yA € 6J*(T) consider the increment 

A , = J ? ( r ) - j>{f) 

A linear lower bound for Ai is obtained by using (A.l) 

A , > f l r , A ) - 0 ( T , A ) 

where A corresponds to T. 

Hence, substituting the expression for 0 and At 

Jl(T) - J?(f) >< T* - 1 , h ' \ > VT* € W 

and so the proof is complete. 

In order to show that 3\ is once differentiable in the case of effective hardening in 
any process we first proof the following Lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let A* € A^, i « 1,2, be the points at which the supremum of 0(7*, •), 
t « 1,2, is respectively achieved. Then, for any effective hardening material it i* verified 
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,,í>_í»,k,>ío,|Â'-Â*|;A 

Proof of Lemma 1. The supremum conditions ate 

< ffT* + hX, A' > < 0, i « 1,2, VA* € A/ 

Setting A' - A2 and A' = A1 and in turn X* « A1 and A' « A2, we find 

< /?(T2 -11),A2 - A1 >> - < /A(A2 - A1),A2 - A1 > 
This inequality together with (20) and (22) imply that 

cillt* - Í^IMÀ* - Ál|U > ko\\\> - \lU 

which completes the proof of Lemma 1. 

Now, the differentiability of Jf follows. In fact 

0 < J*{T*) - J*{t)- <T-t, h'\ > -

=< r , / rA* > + i < /ú*.A* > - < Í , / T Á > -

- I < /A Â, A > - < f - T, /rA >= j < A (A* - A), A* - A> +. 

+ < fft + fxX, V - A > + < /?(7* -T), A* - A >< 
</f(r-f),A*-A> 

Since the first two terms of the last equality are less or equal zero. Then, from 
and Lemma 1 we arrive to 

0< Jl(T*)-3\{T)- <T*~t,fT\ >< á.||t* -*|ft,, 
ho 

This condition implies that J\ is differentiable. 
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APPENDIX A2 

Existence of a Saddle Point for Problem Given by Equation (42) 

The existence of a saddle point for the inf-sup problem given by equation (42), 
follows from Proposition 2.4, Chapter VI, of EKELAXD-TEMAM's book [4]. In fact, 
the problem 

wp iaf L{X,T) 

where 

L(X,t) =< t,D-fT\> -J e
e(T)- j </AÂ,Á > 

satisfies the following properties: 

• W and At are non-empty closed sets, 
• , • • • 

• VA € Ay, T -*• L{\, T) is a (strictly) concave upper semi-continuous functional, 
• * * • 

• VT € W, A -• L(X, T) is a convex lower semi-continuous functional, 
• Forany7ò€{f € W ; < T , / r A > < 0 VÂ € AJ) we have 

lim (Â,7ò) = +oo 
ll*JH+«o 

A6A+ 

Km inf I(Á,T) = ^oo 
||fj|-.+oo Â€A+ 

Tew' 

Hence, all the conditions established in Proposition 2.4 [4] for the existence of a 
saddle point are satisfied. 
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APPENDIX A3 

Proof of the Proposition 2. 

i) In order to prove this proposition, let us define: 

7(AT, AA) =< 4>(T+AT), AÀ > -<*(A + AA) + «(A) 

Then, the value of Tt at the point AT = - T is 

Z(-T)= «»P {<<K0)»AA>-^ + AA) + ^A)} = 

= «up {-w(A + AA) + «(A)} = 0 
AA-€A+ 

Since ?(0) = 0 and u> is a monotone increasing convex function. Moreover, for any 
AT € W the value of 7J (AT) is bounded below. In fact 

7j(A2'}* sup {<#T+AT),AA*>-w(A + AA)+w(A)}> 
AA-6A+ 

><?(T + AT),AA*>-u;(A + AA')+u;(A) VAV€A+ 

and taking AA* = 0 we arrive to 

^ ( A T ) > 0 VAT€W" 
These results show that 7C is proper, that is it nowhere takes the value —oo and is 

not identically equal to +00, and also that ~Tt is nonnegative. 
Now, let AA 6 A+ be the point at which the supremum of t(AT, •) is achieved, 

then: 

Jnfaf, ^ ( A T ) > Jnfa f ,7 (Ar f AA) « T(AT, AA) = 

- ^ ( A T ) 

which shows that 7, is lower-semkontinous. 
For 0 € (0,1) and for AT1, AT2 € W , let us define 

AT'- t fA^+t l - f lJAT* 

so that 

TJ(AT')- sup <y(AT',AA*) 
AA»€A* 

Due to the convexity of the function 0, we find 
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t(W, AA') « < W{T + AT1) + (1 - #KT + AT1)), AA- > -
- «(A + AA*) + «(A) < s^ATt, AA*)+ 
+ (l-*h(AT„AA*) 

Then 

^(AT*)« sap 7(Ar#,AA*)<5up[Í7(Ar1,AA#)+ 

+ (l-*b(AT8,AA*)]< 

< l rap -KA^.AA^ + f l - l ) n p T(AT*,AA*) = 
AA*€A+ AA»CA* 

« *7J( AT1) + (1 - 9)Te(&T2) 

•lid the convexity of Te » already proven. 

ii) Now, recalling the characterization of the point AA € A+ at which the supremura 
of T(AT, •) is attained 

AA € A+ 

< +{T + AT) - vx{A + AA), AA* - AA >< 0 VAA# € A+ 

which are also equivalent to 

AA€A4 (A.t) 

<rtT+AT)-« A (A + AA),AA>=0 M-*) 

<«HT + AT)-wA(A + AA).AA*><0 VAA*€A+ M-7) 

Then, from (A.6), and at any AT € W such that 7^ (AT) < +oo, we obtain 

Te{AT) =< wA( A + AA), AA > -u>(A + AA) + «(A) 

which is equation (72). In the cace of ideal plasticity the potential function u is such 
that 

w(A)=<wA,A> 

u{A + AA) =< w*, A + AA > 

where u>\ is constant with respect to A. Hence, from the definition of 7t and / , we 
arrive to 
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* ( A 7 1 = ^ * < / ( T + A r ) ' A A ' > = { ^ **%Yr 
= J»J,(AT) 

and the statement (ii) is proven. 
To prove that [h{T + AT)] AA € 07t(AT), consider the increment 

A linear lower bound for At is obtained by using 

7e(àT)*s «up 7(Ar,AÃ)>7(Ar,AA) VAA€A+ 
AX«A+ 

Then: 

At > 7 ( A r , AA) - 7(AT, AA) =< <j>(T + A r ) - *(T + AT), AA > 

Now, the assumptions of convexity and differentiability for 4>(T) are enough to complete 
the proof. In fact, from these properties we have 

tfT + A r ) - <(>{T + AT) > {$(T + AD](Ar - AT) 

and by substitution we obtain 

yt( A r ) - Tt(AT) > < *r(T + AT)AA, A r - AT >» 
=< /r(T + AT)AA, A r - AT > 

which is the condition taht defines /r(T + AT) AA as a subgradient of 7^ in the point 
AT. 
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APPENDIX A4 

Existence of a Saddle Point for the Problem given by Equation (88) 

Once again Proposition 2.4, Chapter VI, of EKELAND, TEMAM's book [4] is 
used in order to prove the existence of a saddle point for the sup-inf problem given by 
equation [99\. In fact, the problem 

sup inf J(A£,AT*,AA) 

where 

7(AEt AT*, AT) =< AT*,AE > -T^AT*)- < # T + AT*),AA > + 

+ w(A + AÂ)-u»(A) 

satisfies the following properties 

- W and A+ are con-empty closed sets, 

- VAA € A+, AT -* j(A£,AT,AA) is a (strictly) concave upper semi-continuous 
functional, 

- VAT 6 W, AA -»7{AE, AT, A A) is a convex lower semi-continous functional, 

- There, is a AT0 - -T such that 

ton 7(AF,AT°,AA) = +o© 
||AA|H+co 

AA€A+ 

lim inf 7(AE,AT,AA)«-oo 
||AT||—+eo A.\€A* ' 

AT€H" 
Hence, all the condition established in Proposition 2.4 [4] for the existence of a 

saddle point are satisfied. 
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